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Brunswick Town - Fort Anderson Shoreline Stabilization | Brunswick County, North Carolina
Beginning in 2008, the NC Department of Natural and Cultural Resources
observed unprecedented shoreline erosion at their Brunswick Town Fort Anderson State Historic Site located on the lower Cape Fear River.
Shoreline erosion caused by constant tidal forces and dynamic wave action
threatened to destroy the Site’s historic wharfs and the earthen batteries
of Fort Anderson. DNCR challenged North State Engineering to design a
wave attenuation system which could protect the Site’s natural and cultural
resources, minimize environmental impacts, and enhance sediment
capture for the reestablishment of the degraded marsh and shoreline. North
State Engineering designed, adapted, and supervised the construction of
an innovative solution- the Reefmaker Ecosystem, for Phase 2. Recent
monitoring indicates that Reefmaker Ecosystem has proven to be the right
solution for dissipating high energy waves while improving aquatic habitats
and water quality.

LEFT: Aerial photograph of Phase 2 (octagonal discs) of the Reefmaker
Ecosystem in action. The medium sized container ship traveling at rough
13 knots (15 mph) creates a very dynamic wave as it transits from the Port
of Wilmington. The Reefmaker Ecosystem is highly effective at dissipating
and reflecting the wave energy while maintaining flushing through the
entire length of the structure.
CENTER: The Reefmaker Ecosystem – Phase 2 prepares to dissipate a
larger container ship’s wake as it transits up the Cape Fear river to the Port
of Wilmington. The octagonal design of the concrete stacked discs creates
an irregular surface profile ideal for dissipating the wave energy of the
ship’s wake. The spacing and voids between the discs allows for flushing
along the entire structure which promotes sediment transfer and aquatic
habitat. Pile clamps hold the structures off the riverbed. As sediment
accumulates behind the structures, marsh grass will naturally reestablish
and provide a natural buffer to the Site’s shoreline.
RIGHT: Prior to 2008, marsh grasses extended over 80 feet from the
shoreline at this location. In 2016, Hurricane Matthew eliminated the
marsh grasses and eroded the bank to less than 50 feet from Fort
Anderson’s earthen battery “A”. Phase 2 was completed in August 2018.
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